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KwikTag v3.6 Release Notes 
 

 
The following Release notes cover the KwikTag core components as well as Office Doks, 
Kwikconnect and Transport components. 

Installation Notes 

See the Installation Guide for installation of KwikTag v3.6 

Requirements 

 Windows Server 2003 (32-bit) Service Pack 2 
 SQL Server 2005 Standard (32-bit)  
 SQL Server 2005 Service Pack 2 
 Internet Information Services 6.0 
 Internet Explorer 7.0 
 Windows XP Professional, Vista Business 
 Microsoft Office XP, Office 2003, Office 2007 
 Microsoft.Net 2.0 

 
Installations on 64-bit operating systems, SQL server clusters, Domain Controllers, and 
Microsoft Small Business Server are not supported.  However 64-bit SQL server is 
supported if the SQL server is separate from any other KwikTag server. 

Supported Document versions 

 
New Features 
 
Compatibility: Is now compatible with Microsoft Vista and Microsoft Office 2007 
 
Improved Repository File Structure Management:  

• KwikTag 3.6 brings changes to repository folder structure to ensure it remains fast and 
efficient as the repository volume increases. This was achieved by creating subsequent 
repository folders as volumes exceed the set capacity of a given folder. The new feature 
must be configured. 

 
Increased Support for Large Drawers: 

• Introduced paging to ensure drawers load quickly 
o Set Documents per page: This allows the user to set the documents they want 

displayed per page.  The minimum setting is 100 and the maximum setting is 
30,000. 

• Export, Reports and Drawer modification are also enhanced to support larger drawer 
volumes 
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Type Ahead New Icon Feature: This allows the user to select amongst a list of all previously 
indexed drawer values for a given field. 
 
Enhanced document processing:  By adding an exception handling folder, KwikTag will triage 
incoming documents and simultaneously continue processing standard documents. 
 
KGS Drawer Search Modified: Is now on the primary drawer page. 
 
Export Feature Improved: Export can now handle larger document volumes. 
 
 

 
 

Resolved Issues History 
 

 
Bug #129 
Issue: When indexing documents that contained French characters an error message was 
generated. 
Resolution: French characters are now accepted. 
Bug #131 
Issue: Users belonging to more than one user group will only retrieve one set of 
permissions. 
Resolution: All set permissions will be retrieved for users who belong to more than one 
group. 
Bug #264 
Issue: 4 character extension files were getting blocked in the paper gateway. 
Resolution: 4 character extension files are now supported. 
Bug #288 
Issue: Index field labels in the KwikTag User client were not displayed correctly using Vista 
Resolution: Index field labels are displayed normally using Vista 
Bug #290 
Issue: The frame display in the KwikTag Admin Client was not showing correctly using Vista. 
Resolution: Frame display corrected in Vista. 
Bug #304 
Issue: Notification on a specific date and time not functional. 
Resolution: Notification on a specific date and time now functional. 
Bug #792 
Issue: Lost focus disables the ability to continue creating a new user 
Resolution: Now have the ability to continue creating a new user. 
Bug #836 
Issue: Duplicate notifications when versions of documents are indexed. 
Resolution: One notification sent for each index. 
Bug #887 
Issue: Notifications received with numeric metadata have decimal places. 
Resolution: No decimal places used with numeric metadata. 
Bug #981 
Issue: Barcode counter does not increment when you change an existing record to the 
latest barcode number. 
Resolution: Barcode counter increments to the next barcode number. 
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Bug #1062 
Issue: Send to Clipboard not functional 
Resolution: Send to Clipboard now functional. 
 
 
 
Known Issues 
 
 
Bug #255 
Issue: Indexing an invalid field type value displays an Internal API error 
Bug #256 
Issue: KwikConnect TIF AddFile with Page Count incorrect doesn't get corrected by Paper 
Gateway 
Bug #461 
Issue: Uninstalling/reinstalling the KwikTag clients to a different location on the server 
prevents services from starting 
Bug #533 
Issue: In the KwikTag Web client, the calendar icon displayed when filing a document is not 
functional. 
Bug #536 
Issue: User Client Crashes when Searching Document Content for a Common Value 
Bug #675 
Issue: Veritag email notification formats 8 digit metadata as a date. 
Bug #899 
Issue: Drawer fields with long titles get cut off when you view it from the Tag Tool in Kt 
Client 
Bug #979 
Issue: Cannot open a document in the Lost and Found through a Global Search 
Bug #980 
Issue: An error message will generate if the # symbol is used in a searchable field 
Bug #1011 
Issue: The login Message will be displayed even if the login is invalid (user with invalid 
username or password). 
Bug #1045 
Issue: Refresh button in the Lost and Found drawer does not work on the Windows Client 
Bug #1052 
Issue: When locking a document through retention the information is misleading as the 
document is locked until the next day and not at a specific time as indicated. 
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Copyright 

 

Information in this document, including URL and other Internet Web site references, is subject to 
change without notice. Unless otherwise noted, the example companies, organizations, products, 
domain names, e-mail addresses, logos, people, places, and events depicted herein are fictitious, 
and no association with any real company, organization, product, domain name, e-mail address, 
logo, person, place, or event is intended or should be inferred. Complying with all applicable 
copyright laws is the responsibility of the user. Without limiting the rights under copyright, no 
part of this document may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or 
otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of ImageTag Inc.. 

ImageTag may have patents, patent applications, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual 
property rights covering subject matter in this document. Except as expressly provided in any 
written license agreement from ImageTag, the furnishing of this document does not give you any 
license to these patents, trademarks, copyrights, or other intellectual property. 

© 2007 ImageTag. All rights reserved. 

The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their 
respective owners. 


